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Featuring all the elements that made the genre popular: Enemies: Monsters, thieves, karate-kungfumasters, boss-machines, and much more Awesome level design: a great blend of fluid, ragdoll and armwrestling techniques Destructible objects, beautifully rendered 3D-Spheres, and destructible environments
A variety of weapons, such as lasers and mini-guns Endless Levels: a great way to play Grey because you
can play for hours just completing the worlds. No time limit, a great continuation of the Story Adaptive
difficulty: If you can manage to beat one of the worlds you will advance to the next, this is a very good
way to enjoy the game. A lot of secrets, and easter eggs for the hardcore fans. Currently the game has: 20
levels 2 bosses A walkthrough And a real love story between Grey and the little girl who keeps him
company in his wonderful dream world. Play System: Grey is a 2D platform/Beat'em Up game with a good
mixture of elements. You must run, jump, shoot and use your wit to defeat the enemies who have invaded
his dreams. The enemies can be manipulated in many different ways, that can be used against each other.
You can also interact with the game-world in many different ways, such as: The ability to throw an enemy
around, the ability to pick up enemies, to push and turn on switches, to shoot and even cast spells... You
can also pick up objects and use them at will. The game has been built with great attention to detail. The
original game used a steep learning curve, but this version has been completely redesigned, re-written
and re-built for a better gameplay experience. Bravo! The original game was a masterpiece in its time, but
now it is almost impossible to play. Great at the time, but now with added features you might say "meh".
In my opinion it is not worth it to play it anymore. A new game like Brutal Legend should be able to do
better than what this one did. Don't bother, it is just a bit outdated. Buy it if... You want to play a real
classic. Don't buy it if... You are too old or it is a nostalgia trip. 15 of 22

Grey: An Alien Dream Features Key:
5 NEW LEVELS!
NEW ARGUMENT/FIRE ARMS!
DOUBLE/TRIPLE BOSS INFECTION!
CURSED GROUPS
BEST ILLUSTRATOR EVER!
A WONDERFUL STORY!
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GAME AVAILABLE NOW: >Comes with game key!
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